
This paper describes the performance of a new type of detector for gel perme- 
ation chromatography (GET), developed from an e&kx desector proposed for liquid 
chromatography, in relation to that of a differential refractometer. The comparison 
is reported in terms of a calculation of the number and weight average molecular 
weight of a commercial polystyrene sample and also in regard to the measurement of 
the complex molecuk weight distribution of a mixture of epoxy resins. 

ExPER.lMENrAL 

The Evaporative AnaIyser (EA) detector is made by Clanor Instnun+nts 
(Ealwyn, Australia) and consists of three stages; atomiser, evaporator and detector_ 
It was originahy designed by workers at Union Carbide (Sydney, Australia) as a de- 
tector for liquid chromatography especially suitable fur use with mixed sokntsl. The 
particular features claimed were a steady baseline and good sensitivity for a wide 
range of compounds provided they were of signikantly lower vapour pressure than 
the solvent. Further development of this detector was undertaken by Clanor Instnr- 
merits, in association with workers at the University of Melbourne, who brought it 
to its present fcrm. The arrangement is now as shown in Fig. 1. The sampIe cohmm 
eiuent passes through ffie atomising head. A primary air stream entering at the top 
of ffie detector cohmm assists atom&&on of tie liq&d by spraying it inside the 

heated evaporative column. The secondary air, which enters at the bottom of the 
evaporative cohmm, flows upwards outside and downwards inside the heated column 
carrying the atom&d solvent stream. As the solvent droplets pass down the heated 
coI_ the solvent evaporates and any non-volatile solutes present remain as a he 
cloud of particles, The heated column consists of a fine mesh gauze: the secondary air 
thus to some extent enters the central region through this gauze, thereby assisting to 
prevent deposition of the atomised mist on the walls of the column, When this cloud 
of particles passes through the light path at the bottom of tie cofumn, the light SC&- 
tered by the particks is detected by a photomultiplier located at an angle of L20° to 
the incident light beam_ The signal from the photomultiplier is smplikd and dis- 
played on 8 recorder. 

The EA detector response shbuId he proportional to the amount of sample 



present in the eluant providing that none is lost during the evaporation of the soiven& 
md that the particles are of a nnifom sire and shapei 

The use of this detector for mnt of molecnlar-weigfit distn’bution of 
sme-butadiene rubber samples has been described recent@=- 

The-perforrmmce of the EA detector in reIation to that of a Varian modei 
02-152842 refractive hdex (RI) detector was stodied using the two in par&k1 on a 
Clanor Instrnments gel permeation chromatograph fitted with Stymget coIum~&. 

Samples of porystymle of narrow mokcu!ar tight (l%emm? CIBXQid, 
Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.) were used as calibration standzds_ A &ple of Styrotr 685, 
a commerciai pofystyrene (Dow Chemical, ATtons Auzitn&i) was employed for 
determimtion of the number- and weight-average molecular weight fiorn the two 
chromatogmms. A mkture of three epoxy resins (the chlorofhn soluble part of a~ 
aircraft film adhesive) was aho e.xam%ed. The inswment was operated OIL an&fki+ 
reagent grzde chlorofoml at 3w. 



NOTES 261 

EqkrinLts ‘&ted with opemting comiitions showed3 that parameters 
&.cb a&~&e @5maq air pW the secotidary air ffow-rate and the lamp a.gp affect 
the n&&&ip between the E4 de’&m response and the amount of soiate injected. 
However, for a given set of operating conditions, the response was found to be pro- 
pork& to _the amount of solute to a tirst approxinmtion, Solute vo%iiity e&cts 
were discernible for mokcakr weights less thm about 1 -HF. Chronxdograms dis- 
pIa&% g&i b&eke stability md were insensitive to minor changes in solvent 
COmpsitioil_ 

with the two detectors comected in parallel to the cohmm EA znd RI chm- 
matogmms were produced of a cum&al polystyrene sample. A set of three coi- 
uams was ascd (nominal poresities 1 - lo”, 2.5 1oQ and 1*103 & zmd the detectors 
were adjusted to give chromatograms of approximately the same pe& height and 
width. FoUotig the method of C&e&, the mokcuk-weight valaes shown in 
Table I were cz&&&esl. The reproducibility of&e results was about S %_ 

TAEIE I 

MO- WEIGEFIS OF A POLY- SAMPLE c AlxuLATEDFR0MRIAluD 
EA DETECTOR C?3ROMAToGRAMS 

RI 3.13 1.01 3.09 
EA 2.91 O.% 3.04 
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262 NOTES 

The arrangement of the two detectors in para!kX was dso usid in 8 study of 
the cldorofom extract fmm an aim-aft adhesive, This materkd is a mixtme of thee 
epoxy types (ad the5 oii~mers), name& (a) a dZg&cidyE et&r of #LG@kxoI -4 of 
high mchc&r weight, (b) a cresol novolac, and (c) tigiycidyl pamiaao phenoP_ Iphe 
ahzlln set CoIlskted of four a&Inns of nomihar porositks 3 - IV, E - Ewi, m aEd 
200 A, ‘Ihe chromatograms of this xnixtme are s&own in Fig. 2. 

It appears that the EA detector enables determkations to be made of mokc- 
u&r weight to-about the same aaxzacy as the Ri d&e&or_ Its basefine stability, 
overall reproduciility and insensitivity to minor solver& ComposltiOn ctanges are 
distinct advantages. Hcwever, its dependence on various operating conditions are 
disadvan~ especially the dependence on lamp age- It is concluded that the EA 
detector is in principk a usefh1 addition to the range of GF’C detectors, bnt that the 
design is not yet the optimum. 


